Analysis of Ir gene function using monoclonal antibodies: independent regulation of GAT and GLPhe T cell responses by I-A and I-E subregion products on a single accessory cell population.
T cell proliferative responses to the synthetic polypeptides GAT and GLPhe are under Ir gene control. GAT responses are regulated by gene(s) in the I-A subregion, and GLPhe responses are controlled by a pair of complementing genes mapping to the I-A and I-E subregions. We demonstrate that monoclonal antibody to the I-A gene product inhibits GAT proliferation but not the GLPhe response, whereas a monoclonal antibody to the I-E associated Ia-7 determinant inhibits GLPhe but not GAT proliferation, which indicates independent involvement of each Ia determinant in antigen presentation for the T cell response to these antigens. Use of the same subregion-specific monoclonal antibodies in complement-dependent lysis demonstrates that the antigen-presenting cells for GAT and GLPhe express both I-A and I-E products. The possibility that an Ia subregion-specific "self-receptor" functions on the reactive T cells as a regulatory element is discussed.